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Bowling Green State University

Tuesday

weather
Warm and humid with a
chance of scattered
showers in the evening.
High in the mid 80s this
afternoon with the low
in the upper 60s tonight.

September 14, 1982

Hearing yields decision

Commissioners vote
to clean river debris
by Becky Bracht
staff reporter

The Wood County Commissioners
voted 2-1 Monday to go ahead with the
cleanout of the north branch of the
Portage River.
The vote was taken after a fiveand-a-half hour final hearing on the
subject at the junior fair building in
the Wood County Fairgrounds.
Commissioner John Ault moved to
proceed with the project and to deny
all damage claims submitted by residents who feel the project would
cause damage and a devaluation to
their property.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Leonard Stevens. Donald
Norris, substituting for Commissioner Norman MiHigan, gave the
dissenting vote, saying he thought he
needed time to study all the evidence
more carefully and to meet privately
with the commissioners. However,
the other commissioners did not
agree with this idea.
According to Stevens, Norris was
appointed by the Court of Common
Pleas to substitute for Milligan, who
owns property which would be affected Dy the project.
The project will clean and channel
the section of the Portage River
stretching from State Route 18 in
Jackson Township to Silverwood
Road near Pemberville at a cost of
over $1.5 million.
The purpose of the project is to
create better drainage into the Portage River, known as County Ditch

2397, according to County Engineer
Tony Allion.
"My intent was to attempt to restore the river to the same condition it
was in in the '50s," he said.
The petition for the cleanup was
filed by a group of Wood County
farmers in 1973, and the original petition called for the project to be extended to Pemberville, Allion said,
adding that the project was delayed
because of changes of commissioners
as well as county engineers.
"Since the petition, there have been
three different county engineers,"
Allion said. "When I was elected to
office two years ago I decided it was
important to finish the project, hold
the final hearing and get it decided
one way or another."
The county engineer stressed that
anyone whose property drains into the
ditch will benefit from the project,
and this is now the county makes the
assessments to the landowners.
Property is grouped into six different classifications based on the use of
the land, Allion said. The owner must
then pay, based on the estimated
benefit to the property from the project, a percentage of the cost of the
project, he said.
'The overall benefit to the drainage area is there and the benefits do
outweigh the costs," Allion said. However, the county engineer added that
because of the concerns raised at the
hearing, there may be a better way to
go about this project.
see PORTAGE page 5

IMlld Bath

Everyone got o little dirty, but that was to be expected, as Sigma Phi Epsilon held their annual Mud Tug Saturday.
Michelle Watt, a senior marketing-sales major ol the Phi Mu sorority, ended up in the mud. as did many others. The
cleanest of the day were the Phi Psi's and the Alpha Gamma Delta s. who were the eventual winners.

Delayed services cause complaints
by Lou Wllln
staff reporter

Complaints echoed for the last two
weeks throughout campus from students who did not receive gas, electric, water or phone service from
utility companies.
"I was boiling water to clean dishes
and the apartment. I think it's pretty
inhumane," John Luhta, 710% Elm
St, senior in visual communications
technology, said.
When Luhta went to Columbia Gas
Aug. 30 to request that gas be installed in his apartment, he was told
his gas would be hooked up Sept. 9.
Because he works during the day and
cannot be at his apartment to unlock
the door, Luhta said he did not have
hot water until Monday, Sept. 13, one
week after he was told the gas would
be turned on.
Wayne McClain, 710 Elm St., senior
geography major, said he asked Columbia Gas for a gas hook up August
25. He also did not get service until
Monday.
"TO NOT BE ABLE TO take a
shower for two weeks (at home) is
ridiculous." he said.

medical reasons, Parshall said.
He added that late phone installa"Our service personnel are respon- tions may be fewer this year because
sible for all phases of our operations," student enrollment is down. GTE rehe said.
ceived at least 200 fewer requests for
phone installations this year, he said.
Despite some help from Findlay
Even with fewer requests for
and Fostoria offices, Columbia Gas Ehones, GTE had a backlog of work,
had too much work to do and too much
esaid.
ground to cover on top of its regular
"We have a two week period of
operations of making emergency concentration (each year)," Boyle
calls and contacting people with un- said. After the first two busy weeks of
paid bills, Parshall said.
the school year, business is much
Parshall said that emergency calls, slower, he added.
which happen at least once a day, get
top priority.
Lyle Wright, director of Municipal
"I know there were a number of Utilities, said the large number of
unhappy students," Parshall said. "I students moving into apartments in
don't think it's proper to alibi the the fall poses a problem.
situation. I want to be apologetic."
"Students get impatient," Wright
Officals from other local utility said. "The only problem we have is
companies said that their organiza- that we have so many of them (stutions did a good job setting up service dents) coming in, we can't get today's
for apartments despite the inflow of work done today. They come in on the
thousands of new tenants.
11th hour and want service in a half
"ITS UNFORTUNATE for the per- hour.
"MAYBE IF YOU were the first
IN ADDITION, the Columbia Gas son who had to wait, but the numbers
staff, which covers Bowling Green, of people who had to wait a week is student, you could conceivably get
Pemberville, Helena, Gibsonburg, down (from last year)," Ray Boyle, service immediately," but if you re
Luckey, WoodviUe and Elmore, in- customer service manager tor Gen- the 700th student in a row, you probacludes four people, two of who were eral Telephone Company of Ohio, bly won't get service right away,
Wright said. He added that some city
out of work for the last two weeks for said.

Ron Parshall, area manager for
Columbia Gas, attributed the late
hook-ups to operational costs, low
manpower and safety precautions. He
added that all students should be
getting gas and hot water by Wednesday.
r
'If I would gear my workforce for
unusual or peak periods, I wouldn't be
able to justify the cost," Parshall
said. "If we work overtime, that increases our costs. We're trying to
keep operational costs down.
"It's not a matter of pushing a
button and gas goes on, Parshall
said. "We have our own policies and
procedures for safety."
The policies and procedures include inspecting gas lines for leaks by
pumping air through them and inspecting appliances for proper combustion and ventilation, he said.
Columbia Gas must follow guidelines
set by The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, he added.

employees are working overtime.
There were no more cases of late
electricity hook ups for students this
year than there were for last year,
according to Irma Dahms, commissioner of accounting for Municipal
Utilities.
Charles Espen, superintendent of
transmission distribution at Bowling
Green's Electric Department, said
the late installations often are a result
of oversights.
"Those things always happen,
somebody's overlooked or contracts
are misplaced," Espen said. "We're
not infallible "
Dahms said the City's Electric Department tries to get power to students as soon as possible.
"THEY ALL COME IN at one time
and they all want it done that day,"
she added.
Wright and Dahms suggested students call the utilities departments a
few days before moving into an apartment to avoid the rush of the beginningof classes each fall.
'The workload just balloons,"
Wright said. "I think the students
could help if they would give advance
notice."

Humanitarian:
Student fights for animals rights
9

While this sort of dialogue does
not win him popularity contests, it
does make a statement about how
he spends most of his free time.
Gorney, a junior restaurant
management major, is the Ohio
representative for the Fund for
Animals, an international group
advocating animal rights.
In Offenhauer Towers, Gorney
sits in white pants and a tan t-shirt
bearing the Fund for Animals logo,
and takes sips from a can of orange
soda. He has a cold, and says he is
afraid his voice will go if he doesn't
drink something cool.
Gorney is rather the sort of person one would expect to devote his
time to animals. He is soft-spoken
and polite, but not "feminine,"
although it is surprising to find the
one thing his roommate and he
have in common is bikes. That is,
Gorney owns a Harley.

it? I think animal liberation is
human liberation, and animal welfare people are trying to benefit a
sick society," he says.
"I think you can tell how civilized a person is by how he treats
what's under him/' Gorney adds.
These seemingly lofty ideologies,
though, translate Into activities
ranging from letter-writing to
forming a campus pro-animal
group to his personal investigation
of animal treatment.

ney says of his latest investigation.
"Actually, I wasn't intending to
investigate anything, I was just
going there with my mom, to see it.
when you first drive in, the animals along the driving path that
roam free, seem okay. Some of
them, I thought, lacked veterinary
care-they had cysts and things, he
says.
"But when you get away, back
into the walkway area, the animals
were ail in small cages. They had a
jaguar and a mountain lion in
cages that couldn't have been
larger than twelve feet. The question," Gorney says, admittedly
glancing to his list of "good
quotes, "is what is their crime?
what did these animals do to be put
behind bars?"
In response to the conditions he
saw at Port Clinton, Gorny sent a
letter to the manager of the Safari,
and sent reports of what he saw to
the Fund offices in Cleveland and
New York.
"I also got to visit Port Clinton's
sister park in Texas. It was better
than Port Clinton, but still could
have been improved in many
ways."

"I'M NOT ALL WIMPY,' HE
says, and laughs.

"I VISITED THE African Lion
Safari, out in Port Clinton," Gor-

GORNEY ALSO WROTE a letsee GORNEY page 5

by Karen Sandatrom
staff reporter

The first thing Gregory Gorney
asks a woman wearing a fur coat is
if the fur is real. If it is, he politely
ilies that it looked better on the

Greg Corny

BG News photo/Liz Kelly

Actually, Gorney seems more
concerned with upholding animal
rights than whether or not this
endeavor is considered masculine.
He even has prepared a sheet of
crib notes for the interview, on
which he lists his most important
philosophies, items that shouldn't
Be forgotten and some "good
quotes for the reporter's ease.
Among these is his own basic philosophy, "I like to be the voice for
the voiceless."
That's a charming sentiment,
but doesn't he set himself up to be
called a bleeding heart?

BG News photo/Ld Kelly

in the

NEWS
Israelis attack
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Israeli jets
blasted Syrian and Palestinian military positions Monday in east Lebanon's Bekaa Valley and Lebanese
radio stations reported that 30 soldiers and guerrillas were killed.
The new Israeli air strikes heightened the possibility of a major
confrontation between Israeli and
Syrian soldiers in Lebanon. It was the
fourth time in live days that Israeli warplanes carried out raids
against the Syrians to retaliate for
what Israel called Syrian violations
ol the Lebanese cease fire.
The Monday strikes left several
military emplacements afire. Lebanese radio stations reported. Israel
said the attacks ended Monday afternoon and all planes returned
safely.
State and privately owned Lebanese radio stations called the air
assaults the heaviest mounted by
Israel against the Syrians in the Bekaa since a cease-lire silenced their
guns in east Lebanon on July 23.

Reagan's pleas
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan asked Congress on Monday
to bar defendants like the man who
shot him. John W. Hinckley Jr.,
from pleading innocent by reason
of insanity.
But Reagan shook his head "no"
when asked if Hinckley's acquittal
In June triggered the revival of an
earlier administration attempt to restrict the insanity defense. If it
had been law at the time, Hinckley
could not have met the insanity test.

DC-10 kills 44
MALAGA, Spain (AP) — A DC 10
loaded with American travelers on a
charter flight to New York crashed
on takeoff Monday, skidded
across a highway and then caught
fire, killing at least 46 people by
official count.
Officials said 113 were Injured,
17 of them seriously.
Many of the victims apparently
burned to death in the tail section
of the Spantax Airlines jetliner. It
was carrying a full complement of
380 passengers and a crew of 13.
the airline said.
The civil governor's office here
said 44 bodies were pulled from the
wreckage and that more might be
found. Two victims died in Carlos
Haya Hospital.
A spokesman for the U.S. Embassy in Madrid said 210 American
citizens and 85 Spaniards residing In
the United States were aboard the
plane, Flight 995 originating In Madrid with a stopover in Malaga.
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Reagan's deception
halted by Congress
T ast week's congressional votes to override President
JL/Reagan's veto of an appropriation bill signals the beginning of the end for the Great Communicator. The House and
Senate, for reasons both political and practical, exposed
Reagan as the demagogue he really is.
The supplemental appropriation bill provides funding for
several government agencies through September 30, the end
of the 1982 fiscal year. Three weeks ago, when the bill was
first sent to Reagan for his signature, he vetoed the $14.2
billion appropriation, calling it a "budget buster." The truth,
which congressional leaders used effectively to override the
veto, was that the bill was actually a little over $1.5 billion
less than the original bill Reagan requested Congress to pass
in July.
What the Demagogue left out of his tirades about "big
spenders" and "budget busters" was the real reason why he
vetoed the bill - it provided $918 million more for social
programs and $2.1 billion less for Reagan's Defense Machine.
Included in the domestic programs which Reagan wanted
cut were appropriations for student financial assistance,
education aid for disadvantaged students and education for
handicapped persons. But the big bungle was over a relatively small sum for a senior citizens community service
program which provides jobs for the poverty-stricken elderly. The Great Communicator's feeble lie that he never
intended to cut such an honorable program played like a
stringless violin - you couldn't believe that he would even try.
The Reagan administration expected to lose the House of
Representatives, dominated as it is by Democrats, but
considered the Republican-controlled Senate to be its insurance policy. When initial test votes showed that policy to be
cancelled, the President broke from his "vacation/campaign
trip" to use all available means to persuade wavering
Republican senators to do "the right thing." He even called
in Air Force jets to send two of his strongest allies, Senators
Paul Laxalt of Nevada and Orrin Hatch of Utah, back to
Washington to vote for his veto. The fuel costs alone are
estimated at $11,200 for the trips, hardly an appropriate
signal from a "budget conscious" President to a "budget
busted" constituency.
Congress' stand against the President has been dismissed
as "election-year politics" by the losers (25 of 27 senators up
for re-election this fall voted to override), and was praised by
the winners as "breaking the leash" which Reagan has led
Congress around on for the past 20 months. The Demagogue
was "terribly, terribly hurt" by defecting Republicans and
threatened Congress with more vetos on Reagan-defined
"budget busters."
What Congress has done is to expose the Demagogue again
as the fraud that he is. Once again Reagan has run his
Defense Machine over the real needs of the people of
America. This time the machine was stalled. But he is
already promising to get it running again.
The only "budget buster" to be found last week in Congress
was the Demagogue himself. Any president who blindly
pursues a course of defense build up at the expense of
domestic programs, and more importantly, the expense of
the economy, needs to be checked by Congress, not blindly
followed.

* Budget Busters*
saving students
Saved last week by the override of President Reagan's veto
was $217 million for grants to college students. This
money will avoid reductions in grants for over one million
students and prevent the elimination of grants for about 100,000 others.
The appropriation was part of a package of domestic
programs which did not meet the requirements of the
Reagan administration's agenda for the nation - it was not
money to be spent for defense. The $217 million represents
the price of one B-l bomber, which the Reagan Defense
Machine desperately wants.
Money for education is becoming a precious commodity in
Reagan's America. Reagan and his cohorts have called for
sweeping cuts in grants and loans for higher education at a
time when college costs are rising at over 10 percent a year.
This year alone, there has been a 15 percent reduction in
grant money available to students, thanks to the GrammLatta budget, co-sponsored by Bowling Green's own congressman, Delbert Latta.
Latta, who voted last week to sustain the veto and cut the
grant money, has consistently backed the President on
defense spending and on social program cuts. The federal
budget for fiscal 1983, which he sponsored in the House of
Representatives, promises further cuts in aid to BGSU
students next year.
The campus community comprises roughly 10 percent of
Latta's 5th Congressional District's population. That bloc of
voters could help prevent further cuts in their education by
using the ballot box on November 2.

Residents get raw deal

LETTERS.
Negligence and inefficiency are the any major on-campus-housing miskeys in finding the source (or haps?
sources) for the Bromfield electrical
Brian Tall
incident.
322 Bromfield
If, when I reported the trouble in
my dorm room, someone (hall direcEndorsed by Bromfield 'victims':
tor or anyone in charge) had acted
TedNielson(317)
and gotten help upstairs immediately,
Jim Deliman (324 )
most of the damages to students'
Paul Ohm (322)
appliances would never have ocJay Londahl (323)
curred.
Mike
Short (318)
When help did arrive, it came in the
Kurt Johnston (323)
form of a plumber. This particular
Matt Shull (324)
member of the maintenance staff
Vern Ripley (321)
measured the outlets with a device
Jon David Wade (325)
similar to a probe and found various
and Robert Hietala, R.A.
readings of nil, very weak and some
as high as 220 volts. When he finished,
he advised us to unplug everything Draft appraisal
from those particular receptacles.
After the call, the resident advisor shows warped logic
assigned to the hall tried unsuccessIt is beyond my comprehension how
fully - as did the plumber - at locating
a qualified electrician.
anyone (Eric Ozan 9/10) can compare
the two men recently convicted for
FINALLY, Tuesday morning - draft registration noncompliance
nearly three days later (approxi- with Hitler. To even mention his
mately 69 hours after the incident name, much less make a direct comoccurred) - an electrician arrived at parison, is a slap in the face to anyone
who ever stood for anything.
my room asking what was wrong!
Hitler had no beliefs. He shifted his
Two electrical professionals
"fiddled" around in the rooms Tues- political ideology until he found the
day morning, unsuccessfully though, right combination to vault him into
at finding anything wrong. When power. He then enforced his new
philosophy" with ruthless vigor. To
questioned about what could have
caused the damages to the students' bring his name into a discussion of
merchandise, they replied that some- this sort is to prey upon the emotional
one's appliance must have shorted out Gtential of the question, a favortie
ctic of the Nazis themselves. In an
and damaged wires running through
the specified rooms. When asked if academic environment, logic should
they could locate such an appliance in prevail.
Our relatives and neighbors who
someone's room, the electricians assumed that the student had taken it died on the battle field for our right to
out already and that it would be futile be free are undeniably heroes. Howto even look. With that, the two de- ever, who has more courage, the
parted saying it would be fine to use person who joins with his group of
peers to assert his beliefs or the single
the receptacles.
person who risks ostracism and ridiTuesday evening, Todd Baily, Hall cule from the crowd to expound his
Director, phoned the rooms which had beliefs? The latter requires supreme
reported problems over the weekend strength and courage and that is a
and directed the occupants not to use "true hero.
Perhaps as you imply, Eric, people
any of the wall outlets. He also informed the residents that he, as well must die before they become heroes.
as Earl Rupright (head of Harshman
Quad) and Jim Adler (head of maintenance) would be stopping around
sometime Wednesday morning to DOONESBURY
check things over in the affected
rooms.
During the examination, the question of compensation arose, and that
was quickly shot down with the monotonous reply of "You're responsible
for your property, the University is
not to blame." According to the last
examiners there was nothing wrong
with the outlets. Students then inquired to the three as to what destroyed the belongings that were
hooked up to the receptacles, and
their answer was an evasive one,
stating that "the motors in your appliances can stop and start at odd intervals." They again restated they found
nothing wrong with the outlets.
The futile discussion was soon
dropped by the students, knowing
thay were just wasting both parties
time. At this point, I must state that in
my personal opinion the students here
at the University are being railroaded
by the "system" and the Bromfield
electrical incident is a perfect example of it all.
What outlets are safe to use? Is the
floor in my room sturdy enough that
my refrigerator or bed won't fall
through? Will the ceiling fall in? And,
finally, when - if ever - will the
University claim responsibility for

AMI OOING
IT RIGHT. MISS
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However, if you are at all familiar
with the federal prison system you
might agree that the two convicted
non-registrants are facing a fate
worse than death. Courage? Without
question. Heroes? I believe so.
In these times of uncertainty,
brought about by the spiralling technological advances of military hardware, I like to remember the words of
Henry David Thoreau, "We should be
ready for all issues, not daring to die
but daring to live." This is how I
perceive the question of draft registration.
There have been times in our nation's history when armed confrontation was the only alternative to
relinquishing our way of life. Many of
our brothers, fathers and grandfathers gave their lives on a battlefield
so that we could live the American
way. However, many of these same
people also lived their lives to secure
and maintain our basic rights that so
many take for granted.
Dying for your cause is a last resort. Though noble, the path that
could lead to death should only be
considered when there is no other way
for your beliefs to persevere. Are our
American ideals that close to extinction that we must perpare our youth to
assume positions which could result
in death at any time?
Throughout history, nations (including our own) have commonly
resorted to armed confrontation well
before they have exhausted their
peaceful alternatives. In doing so,
many compromised the very values
they believed they were fighting for.
By supporting draft legislation we
inform our nation's leadership that
we support armed intervention as an
alternative to be considered with
peaceful options, not only as a last
resort. Thus, we make it easier for
our leaders to choose an immoral
option. It's far easier to send troops
into an area to solve problems rather
than attempt to mediate them. This is
a painful lesson we've learned in the
past decade. Clearly the American

'■PUFF!':..BUT
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people act as a conscience for our
decision making government. Our
signals were clear in the 70's. What
kind of signals are we giving them
now?
Mike Kovack
725 Offenhauer Watt

Hitler comparisons
miss their mark
Eric Ozan, in his September 10th
letter to the BG News likened the nonregistrants who were following their
consciences to Adolf Hitler standing
up for his "beliefs". Perhaps a more
appropriate comparison would exist
between all the young men who
blindly suscribed to Hitler's rhetoric
about defending Germany from an
imaginary enemy, and the American
youth of today so ready to fight, die.
and KILL (it seems odd that this word
is usually left out of the list) whenever
our government deems it necessary
that a war occur. Of course, this can
be justified by the fact that it is in the
name of "freedom", (Hitler called his
justification "Living Space"). Realistically, there may have been times
when Americans died for freedom,
but these conflicts are becoming dim
memories. Now we live in an era
where a government must stir nationalistic spirits if only to take people's
minds on that government's own failings. In so doing, the government
mocks the freedon we cherish.
Thank goodness for men like Benjamin Sasway, who recognize the evils
that can result from bund obedience.
These men who stand up against the
draft registration should be praised
for their recognition of the fact that
the highest truths do not come from
the mouths of politicians, and their
willingness to pay the price for possessing this knowledge.
Larry Zaborskl
Social Justice Comm. member
343 Palmer St «43

by Garry Trudeau
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Fees provide activity finances
by Carolyn Van Schalk
stall reporter

Many students may have questioned the $160.00 general fee charge
that appeared on their fall semester
bill this year.
Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice
provost for Planning and Budgeting,
explained the reasons the University
imposes the general fee.
"The general fee is the only source
of income most budgets have," Eakin
said. "It is built on the assumptions of
last spring concerning the number of
students, he added.
The general fee is broken down into
three main areas: Debt Service/Facility Charges, Student Services/Auxiliary Programs, and Student
Organizations and Activities, Eakin
said. The biggest block of the money
is absorbed into the Student Services/Auxiliary Programs with the largest amount going to Intercollegiate
Athletics, he said.

The total for this year's general fee
a 160.00 per person per semester, up
j one dollar from last year's.
Last spring it was decided the general fee would increase a total of
$20.00 per person for this year (10
dollars per semester), Eakin explained. In the summer, however, the
University was granted $3 million to
help pay for the construction of the
Student Recreation Center, he said. It
was then decided the general fee
would decrease from $169.00 per semester to $160.00, he added.
Here is a complete breakdown of
the general fee.

3.96
3.80
2.53
.25

Ice Arena
Student Services
Health Center
Golf Course

$50.71

TOTAL

STUDENT SERVICES/AUXILIARY
PROGRAMS
Intercollegiate Athletics
University Union Programs
Student Rec Ctr. Programs
University Health Service
Ice Arena Programs

$52.62
16.60
14.20
13.90
2.70

TOTAL

100.02

DEBT SERVICE/FACILITY
CHARGES

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND
ACTIVITIES

Recreational Facility
Def. Maintenance Reserve
Stadium
University Union

African Peoples Asoc.
BGSU Gospel Choir
Black Student Union

$24.75
4.26
6.44
4.72

.06
.13
.41

ft,

&

.02
08
.52
1.24
.03
.64
.11
.08
.38
.12

TOTAL

7.29

Contigency Reserve

1.98

il

MANNHEIM, West Germany
(AP) - The U.S. Army grounded its
more than 400 CH-47 Chinook helicopters Monday as it sought to
learn what caused a weekend
Chinook crash that killed 46 people
at a Mannheim air show.
"This is purely a precautionary
measure, until we find out what

caused the crash," an Army
spokesman said in Washington.
'There's been no finding of
material defect in the Chinook."
He said the grounding is expected
to last three days.
The Army has 411 of the four
Chinook models, including 213 of
the CH-47C helicopter, the kind that

crashed here Saturday, plunging to
a superhighway as it earned an
international team of parachutists
on what was to have been a skydiving flight.
Killed in the accident, one of the
worst helicopter crashes on record,
were seven U.S. Army soldiers, one
U.S. airman and 38 skydivers - 23

fL*rsi!y
»atre

AUDITIONS

FOR COLORED GIRLS

ARE YOU
A MISSING LINK?

WHO HAVE CONSIDERED SUICIDE/

French, nine British and six West
Germans.
Witnesses said they saw a rotor
blade on the large copter come
loose and reported "blades flying
through the air" just before the
helicopter, falling from about 1,000
feet, hit the ground and burst into
flames.

by Ntozake Shange. October 27—31) A passionately feminist
spellbinder ihai captures the inner teehngs of today's blaek
women and goes beyond thai to achieve its o.wn kind of
universality. A poignant, gripping, angry and bcauiitul
theatre work. DIRECTOR: Dr. John S. ScoCt.

SEPT. 13, 14. 15 — CALLBACKS
7:00 PM
405 UNIVH

A "Mining link" cor»» about othan ond thowi it
by llltening with an opan haort. THE LINK i> looking for volunteers to be milling llnkl in people s
lives. We will train you in crilit intervention and
reiource ikills.
TRAINING
BEGINS
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Sept. 26th
Apply

Scripts available in Room 322 South Hall. Theatre Office
Students must leave Student II) to check out script Script!
available for a 24-hour period only.

before
Sept. 20th

,
Wood County
c in Intorvntton
i rtimriol nr*>C9.

Coll 152-5317
from BG area
othei Wood Co.
residents coll
l-e00-472-«41l.
oritopinat
S3S Pike. I.G.
to apply.

- SMI
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In The Shade

Greg Muir o freshman computer science major, found a quiet spot in the
shade to study.

CAMPUS
DEMOCRATS
8:30 p.m.
110 BA
Sept. 14, 1982

WHEN THE RAINBOW IS ENUF

-Mi

^j^

160.00

Army grounds helicopters after weekend crash

A.

K

.50
.13
08
.36
.06
.07
.05
.15

Graduate Student Senate
Interfraternity Council
International Relations Asoc
Latin Student Union
Panhellenic Council
Resident Student Asoc.
Social Justice Committee
Student Consumer Union
Student Court
Student Orientation
Political Awareness
Third World Graduate Asoc.
Undergraduate Student Go v.
Univ. Intramurals
Univ. Performing Dancers
Univ. Student Activities
Volunteers in Progress
WBGU-FM
Women for Women
World Student Association

TOTAL

-%

<*%

♦ELECTION OF OFFICERS
*VOTER REGISTRAION
DRIVE
♦CANDIDATE
INFORMATION
OPEN TO ALL —
NEW MEMBERS WELCOMt\

PLANNING A PIZZA PARTY?
CALL

MYLES PIZZA
516 E. WOOSTER
352-1504

Mu Nu Proudly Announces
82-83 Staff
Ann Carey
Denise Adkins
Judy Amon
Pam

Gloria Nisdel
Donna Beck
Dreama Gose
Willis

n

jTHEY SHOOT
i

i

SENIORS

DON'T THEY? !
SENIOR YEARBOOK |
PORTRAITS
j
Make Your Appointment

NOW!

|
!

I

The Key Office
310 Student Services
372-0086
L.

!
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LATIN STUDENT UNION

Alcoholism clinic available

Program strives for sobriety

is proud to co-sponsor ...

Emmanuel Enriques
collection

reporter

in

Anyone can be an alcoholic regardless of age,
color, race or intelligence.
But with the help of alcohol treatment programs

The Alumni Center
September 14 thru September 30

ersons addicted to alcohol
getting them to admit
they are an alcoholic.
''Part of the disease is
the denial of it," she said.
Therefore, she said,
very few alcoholics or
Emblem drinkers report
hemselves. Most are
brought by families,
friends, roommates or the
court, she added.

such as the Wood County
Council on Alcoholism, alcoholics can receive treatment for their disease.
Gina DiGiovine, prevention coordinator tor the
council, said the greatest
problem in dealing with

by Maria Qarrabrant

****************

Free and open to the Public
*

X
*

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
*

in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES

*
*

BGSU Ski Club
Come to our first
Informational Meeting
Sept. 14 9:00 p.m.
220 MSC

BEFORE A problem
drinker can be brought to
the center, persons must
be aware of the symptons
Bone to chronic drinkers,
iGiovine said.
Preoccupation with
drinking, a high tolerance
level for alcohol, loss of
control, black-outs and a
general depressed attitude
are a few of the common
symptons, she said.
Disruptive behavior is
also common, especially in
college students, she said.
Students with a drinking
problem may pull fire
alarms, fight with other
students or argue with
their resident advisor, she
added. They may also have
poor or decreased perfor-

Sign-ups for

STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS
COLORADO
Jan. 1 - Jan. 9
$100.00 deposit due

Ski ya there!

X ***************#
natural

• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

food

NATURE'S MANNA
Healthy Snacks
Food Supplements
•Homemade Breads
15% discount on purchase
when ad is returned
134 East Court
352 - 0236

Only two candidates
have been declared for Undergraduate Student Government district
representatives campaign
as of Monday morning.
One candidate from District 2 (Greek Units/Prout) and one offcampus candidate have returned their petitions to the

(next door to First Federal Savings)
Expires 9-30-82

FACULTY & ADMINISTRATORS
Your assistance is needed in helping us
acquire classroom space on the following date .

"High Adventure Tour"
w/special guest: Jack Tempchin
Right Here At Anderson Arena

Great Seats Left!
Tickets available at Union ticket office

If you are planninng a field trip or for any
reason will not be using your classroom on OCTOBER 6,
please contact our office.
372-2076
School of Journalism

The romantic look for
1983 is softer and full
bodied The style shown
here was 'created with
a gentle support perm
followed by a precision
hoir cut lor almost
mamtenonce tree results

Great Lakes

• Will

•

VITAMIN

VITAMIN

VITAMIN

400 IU

1000 IU

2.79

IIM
IINM
■ CMHil

< c

2S0N6
■ mil

1.59
4.19
- MINERALS -

I'"Of *('/*»

181 South Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

2.29
12.49

HOURS
fr. 8 6 Tues 8 Thurs 8 8 Sot 8 3

*3F

-1.49
3.59

LECITHIN

:

More Information
Available in the UAO Office

INTERESTED IN A CAREER
IN HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT?

Lee
Juniors

k

§M9

A
25.000 IU

" ONE COUPON VAUD PER APPOINTMENT

0YSTM |

VITAMIN

\

:
•
\

CALCIUM 0

ME6AB"

20% OFF PERMS

Wed

""^

1000 MCC

5p.m.

SHELLJjWrJ

•13.49

NOW Accepting Appointmtntt, 352-4101 or 352-4143

I

MY-A-MULTI

j

STUDENT PERSONNEL
ASSOCIATION
Information Night
Tonight 7:30 p.m.
212 McFall Center

:w; 2.99 !■ 3.59 H3.69
SUPER B
with w«..i

Director Applications
Due by September 27

FIND OUT MORE

MX-CIII

The Arrangement uses one of the most advanced, professional
approaches available today The system is based on a thorough
knowledge of each clients facial structure, hair type, condition
and treatment history to assist the hair designer in the styling
approach and selection of permanent wave formulation.

NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 15
When Accompanied With Coupon
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENTS WITH
AMY, JUDY, CATHY, KATIE, LORI
KATHY ANN, CINDY, USA, LEIGH ANN

see U8G paqe 5

CABARET

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

COUPON

ANDY LONGO, student
welfare coordinator of

for our annual high school journalism workshop.
We are anticipating over 1600 participants. We urgently
need large classroom space for the following time
periods..
10:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m.

DORSEY
DRUG STORE

/

candidates may pick up
their petitions in the USG
office, 405 Student Services. The candidates must
be full-time students in
good standing with the University. Also, the candidates must obtain 25
signatures from other students. All petitions must be
returned to the USG office
by noon on Wednesday,
September 15.

USG office.
"This is nothing new,"
USG Vice President Mark
Dolan, said. "I'm confident more will come in.
Traditionally, it has been
that the majority of the
petitions come in on the
last day."
There are openings for
five on-campus representatives, one from each district, and five off-campus
representatives.
Under candidacy rules
outlined under the USG
constitution, prospective

Now Taking

Interscholastic Press Association

Native
is the long
haired look ot 1982 A
precision cut and a body
support perm was used
to Creole this •■citing
carefree design

"FIRST OF ALL," she
"THE REASON for
said, "we need to assess meeting with AA is to beyou by asking where are gin seeing other people
you with your drinking, who have recovered and
now long has this been learn what it's like to be
going on, what your life well again," she said.
history is and what your
Once the first six weeks
medical physical history are completed, DiGiovine
is."
said the patient begins 12
These answers help the weeks of ''aftercare."
staff prepare a program
The purpose of affor an individual's partic- tercare, she said, is to
ular needs, she said.
teach the alcoholic how to
The first six weeks of the maintain sobriety.
Brogram involve getting
She said aftercare also
le alcoholic to admit he requires the patient to deal
has a problem, she said.
with the problems he creThis is accomplished by ated as a result of his
teaching the alcoholic drinking.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6

GLIPA

This s«ductiv« style
another of the romor.
lie series of looks tor
1982 Beautifully ele
gont ii typifies the toceframing fullness so important for 1982 styles

about the disease, she said.
He learns how the disease
has affected him and those
around him, she added.
The treatment involves
individual and group counseling, lectures, films,
reading assignments and
confrontation with other
problem drinkers, she
said.
Patients are also required to meet three times
a week with an Alcoholics
Anonymous group, she
said.

USG senatorial race
draws two candidates

ONE WAY

Call 372-2601 or slop by 106 University Hall

mance in school, she said.
"If you can never get up
on Friday for your Friday
classes, and it is because
you are out every Thursday night drinking and
you're beginning to flunk
these classes, then drinking has become a problem." she said.
Once the symptons are
detected and the problem
drinker gets to the center,
DiGiovine said the 18
weeks of treatment can
begin.

ML"

VEM

»a cam

2.79
1.99
500 E. Wooster
BY THE TRACKS" Also

rrr~"n I.M

Corduroy
Straight Leg Jean
Easy moving Lee Straight
Leg Jeans. Cotton blend
corduroy. Accented by brass
rivets, Lee*Drass buttons and
woven Lee"logo label. Scoop
front pockets. Back shield
pockets. Matching stitching.
Super slimsilhoueiles Your
choice of many earth colors
from which to choose

MTV.,, 2.M

Jeans
1222 W. Wooster

N*

Things

531 Ridge St.
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Portage
. . . from Page 1

The city of Bowling
Green protested the project because the amount of
the assessments they were
being charged did not outweigh any benefits they
might receive from the
project, David Barber, Director of Public Works,
said. Many city resients
also filed exceptions to the
project.
Barber spoke on the
city's behalf at the hearing.

"I belive the protect will
not reduce the level of
floodwater in the downstream reaches of the
river," he said, adding that
the engineer's office has
submitted no data to prove
that the channeling of the
river would increase productivity of the land.
The project, he said, has
the possibility of increasing flooding in Bowling
Green, because of the bottleneck it would create at
the end of the channelization.
Barber also stated that

the city was not informed
of its assessments while it
was in the mid-year planning stage of this year's
budget, and that this was a
responsibility of the Commissioner's office.
Because the project does
not call for a cleaning of
the whole river, many
Bowling Green residents
said they believe they will
be hurt more by the project
than helped.
By cleaning the area upstream, water will flow
more rapidly toward Bowling Green, and this will

Finally in high school,
Gorney joined the Fund for
Animals. He wrote prowildlife articles for newspapers and gained what he
calls "national recognition" in animal rights circles. He also chose less
socially accepted vehicles
toward animal awareness.
Now Uomey is interested in starting a Students
for Animals club on campus which, he says, would
till what he thinks is a real
void in campus organiza-

tions. "You know, I see
people with posters of little
animals in their rooms,
and I think they probably
would like to do something
(about animal rights) but
just don't know how. This
would give them a vehicle."
IN THE MEAN TIME,
Gorneykeeps busy working
toward his restaurant
management degree. He's
not a vegetarian, but says
he eats meat probably only

cause flooding once the
water hits the area where
the channeling stops.
David Roller, 16083
Chamberlain Rd., lives a
mile from the end of the
project. Because he is
close to the bottleneck that
would be created if the
river is not cleaned past
Silerwood Road, he said he
is afraid that his property
will suffer extensive damage from flooding.
Vince Buchanan, an attorney representing Save
The Old Portage, said "I
believe public health is
jeopardized downstream."

Gorney
. . . from Page 1

ter to that park's management, and is waiting for a
response from his investigation.
Some of the activities
that the Fund for Animals
itself has been involved
with include the Save the
Whales campaign, protest
against seal clubbings in
Canada and most recently,
stopping the Florida deer
hunting spree. Gorney
says the controversy in
Florida was that deer
there were so populous
they were starving, and
pro-hunting groups rationalized that it was better to
kill them than to let them
starve.
Deer, rabbits, wolves
and all animals have been
important to Gorney since
the sixth grade, he says.
"Back in sixth grade, I
learned about seal clubbings. I was so. . .upset, I
guess you might say thai I
went to my sixth grade
class and made a speech to
each class about it. I wrote
to Prime Minister Trudeau
in Canada, and even collected e was a promotional
program in which a wolf
named Rocky was brought
around to pet, and Gorney
got a "kiss" from Rocky.

USG
. . . from Page 4
USG, who is in charge of
the elections process, said
he is optimistic about the
turnout.
"I'm sure it will pick
up," he said. "People tend
to wait until the last three
days to get their signatures. Many of the candidates are freshmen who
are looking for a way to get
involved in the University
and the time commitment
causes some apprehension."
Elections will take place
September 21 and 22.

twice a week. And he's not
hunting accidents," Gorvery likely to go out and
ney smirks, but adds, "tell
hunt his own bison for dinthem I said thatjokingly."
ne
Good quote, Greg, good
r, .. say I applaud quote.
"Let's
ILIMITgb 6FFER LIMITED OFFER...LIMITED OF

o IN THE
\ PAST //
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HAV-A-BAR

xlce cream bars available at a discount
|/or organizations, special occassions
or birthday parties

Call: 669-2032
8am to 2pm
or after 9pm
Free delivery

*

I

|WOOSTER LAUNDRY!
—(Located in rear of Wooster Wine Shop) J

Tunes from 50's, 60's, & 70's

Leave the 80'sfor a Nile!

Mon. thru Thurs. Ham - 12 midnight
'When accompanied w/coupon

ONE DAY ONLY
FREE PAIR OF KNEE SOCKS
with any purchase
of $10.00 or more

Valid September 13-16

J

J

*
*
*
*
HE SIDEDOOR KICKS **
*
OPEN THIS YEAR
*
*
WITH
^*7
vvnn THE
mc
\*^ *
*
*
VROCK CANDY BANDV^ **
*
*
Sept. 16 & 17
*
*
*
Thurs. & Fri. 8-11 P.M.
*
»
At Union Sidedoor
*
»
M.OO Admission

TUESDAY SPECIAL

I

*

(does not apply to sale merchandise)
I

"OWN" A NUCLEAR REACTOR
AT AGE 30?
Co"li<M
4 Or,v.
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MARKETING CLUB

pPEN TUES. EVE TIL 9:00 p.m.

*
*
*

MON - FRI Sept 13-17th
9:30-4:30 1st Floor BA Bldg.
- JOIN THE RANKS OF THE WINNERS ■

A/ *^*
^*
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At Command Performance!

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
(Special Fall '82
Reduced Prices!)
FREE styling consultations for mon 3 woman.
Coma learn how wa can mmka you look batter!
p ec

*
*

**•****************************

at

Open 4pm Daily

/jjeeBeFJllX MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

***************** **************
*
*

HOT DOGS!
Need a Ride? 354-1 237

9 Varities to choose from

FAST FREE DELIVERY

Five admissions for the price
of four. BGSU Student Bargain
Books ON SALE in the UNION Foyer
Sept. 7-10.13-14 from 11 am-1 pm

5th and High Streets

EVER SINCE THEN,
wolves have been his favorite animal. (He says
this is also because they
have social habits characteristic of humans, such as
a large family unit in
which aunt-and-uncle-type
wolves will babysit while
the parents temporarily
leave the family unit.)

brings you a Quality pizza or
submarine sandwich

LIMITED OFFER... LIMITED OFFER...JMITED OFFERl

PI KAPPA ALPHA
TONIGHT 8 p.m.

f

352-5166

BGSU Theatre

±
i'
o

"•BN

IS ONLY AS
FAR AS YOUR PHONE

Bargain Book Sale
1982-83 Theatre
1 Admissions at 1981 Prices^

RUSH

wpwawf T^eoS ^^^Bf'5flHC iW /vHRaV »^w*. *^W. r^vv

PB^**

ir c
£ J2£!? 5"
. V-' w/
shampoo
& styling
CReg. $14)
Shampoo & styling
CReg. $8)
FuM permanent •
(Reg $35}

Part'l permanent •
CReg. $25)
Frosting •
CReg. $35)
Color highlight •
(Reg. $20-$26)
Tinting •
(Reg. $16-$22)
• Haircut extra

SAVE $4!

Now only
* $10!

SAVE $31 Now only $61
(Hot rollers or wet sets: $2 extra)
SAVE $10! Now only $261

SAVE $7! Now only siai
SAVE $10! Now only $261
SAVE $5! Now only $15-$21!
SAVE $41 Now only $B-$W
(Slight additional charge for
befow-shoufder-length
elow-:'
hair)

Command Performance
The

Hairstyling

Place

Salon hours: 10-9 M-f, 9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun Tel. 352-6516
1072 N. Man Street
Bowing Green, Ohio
Appointments avadable tor perms & coloring
HURRY! Sala Is for LIMITED TIME ONLY!

THE POWDER PUFF
531 Ridge St.

Plan Your Gift Giving Now!
CO"0*«ut* Ml

The overage chief engineer of o nuclear submarine it
about 30 year* young. He it completely in charge of
the thip't reactor, ail auxiliary equipment, and all
engineer! onboard.
He hat traveled abroad extentively, enjoys an excellent talory, and con retire after only 20 yeart with
one of the best pension plant in existence
HE DOESN'T GLOW IN THE DARK
The Division of Naval Reoctort needs bright college
graduate* with Calculus/Physics background to train
for these positions.

Interviewers will be
at the University Placement
Office September 14 & 15
Will Bagby (2I6) 522-4830
Division of Naval Reactors
Navy Recruiting District Cleveland
16101 Snow Road #3
Brookpark, Ohio 44142

Get a FREE
KODAKColor
Enlargement
Here's a great "early-bird" gift
idea (or Christmas. Buy two
KODAK Color Enlargements
and get a third free. Just
bring in your favorite negatives from KODACOLOR
Film, color slides, color prints
or instant color prints. All
sizes, up to 16" x 24". Hurry,
offer ends October 27,1982
Stop in today!

*cj

COLOR
PROCESSING

Roger's Drugs
135 N. Main
352-7575

We are now accepting applications for
management positions in:
-AVIATION
-BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
-ENGINEERING
-PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
-INTELLIGENCE

Applicants should be no older than 34 years
old, have a BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may inquire), be able to pass aptitude and
physical examinations and qualify for security
clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
Juniors and Seniors are
encouraged to apply.
Sign up for an INTERVIEW in the
University Placement Office Tuesday, Sept. 14
and Wednesday, Sept. 15 or visit us a the
Student Center either day.

NAVY

*
*
*
*
*
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YOU'RE INVITED...
To interview with a representative from
Kimberly-Clark Corporation about
employment opportunities available
for B.S. Majors in Finance
and Accounting.

DATE:

»

Monday and Tuesday,
October 4 & 5, 1982

Contact Placement Office for more
information on Kimberly-Clark.

Representative
Stephen A. Willey
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I

•

SPORTS
1

Falcons undefeated
in first three games
by Tom Hlsek
sports reporter

It could be called a bad game if one
was only concerned with the number
of goals scored - because after last
Saturday's soccer game against Central Michigan, Bowling Green's goal
average plummeted from 21 to only 12
goals per game.
On a terribly hot day, especially for
September, the Falcons relied on a
stingy defense and an aggressive offense to blank CMU, 34/at Mickey
Cochrane Field. BG made it three
wins in a row in 1982 by stopping
Indiana-Purdue, 5-0, in Fort Wayne,
Ind., yesterday. It was the third
straight blanking of an opponent by
the Falcons, who ran their record to 30.
The first half of last Saturday's
Same was enjoyable for fans sitting
y the CMU goal. BG totally dominated that part of the field by welcoming freshman CMU goaltender Ken
McDonald to the college ranks with 19
shots on goal. But McDonald was
more than equal to the task as BG was
continually stifled near the goal
mouth.
PLAY OFTEN resembled a Manhattan subway crowd in front of the
CMU goal. Shots were flying all over
the place: to the left of goal, to the
right of goal, and over the goal everywhere but in the net.
In the meantime, BG's defense, led
by senior sweeper back Charlie
Thomas, did a fine job of affording
goalie Joe Koury the chance to enjoy
some of the early fall sunshine. In
fact, CMU - who managed only five
shots on goal in the first half - had
only one serious scoring threat, and
that didn't come until almost 43 minutes of the first half had passed.
"Everyone was marked (covered)
well in the first half," BG interim
coach Tim O'Sullivan said. "The defending on the center of the field has
to be worked on, but we were strong."
The only tally of the first half came
at the 9:27 mark. Striker Mladen

Medancic dribbled down the right
baseline and played a shot in front of
the goal for Bob Theophilus, who
headed the ball at the goal. It rebounded off the keeper and then
"Theo" kicked the bouncing ball
home.
"WE HAD TO adjust in the first
half, working the ball from the outside, into the unmarked positions. We
were a little inconsistent because
CMU was playing more defense than
usual, trying to send the ball downfield to their strikers. It took us about
10 minutes to adjust," O'Sullivan
said.
Defense proved to be the mainstay
of the Falcons in the second half as
Koury participated in his second shutout in as many games. Koury, who
played only the first half yesterday
against Indiana-Purdue, now has 19
career shutouts.
Patience seemed to be a fine virtue
indeed against the Chips, as BG's
defense did not overcommit themselves. Instead, they waited and allowed CMU to make the mistakes.
That first mistake came with 16:14
left in the game when a tripping
penalty was called on the Chippewas.
Neil Ridgway was called in for the
penalty luck. But the usually unflappable Ridgway careened his shot off
the left post after an unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty was assessed to the
CMU goalkeeper.
FORTUNATELY, Ridgway's errant shot veered off to the right,
where midfielder Kurt Davis drove
the ball into the back of the net from
six yards out. It was only the second
penalty kick that Ridgway has not
converted on in his career at BG.
The Chippewas seemed almost
lackadaisical in the second stanza, as
they relied on striker David Daugherty to handle the show. Daugherty
seemed to be the only CMU player
with any ball-handling skills, as he
unsuccessfully tried to ignite the
Chips.
BG, on the other hand, was moving
up and down the field with ease as the

Bowling Grsen midfielder Archie Edgar gets ready to recieve a pass as two Central Michigan players look on during action in last
Saturday's game at Mickey Cochrane Field.

Falcons managed to get 15 shots on
goal for the second half, compared to
CMU's total of 10 for the entire game.
The Falcons had adjusted to the 4-42 defense employed by CMU head
coach Jim Hornak in the first half.
The defense was designed to slow UD

the action at midfield and hinder the
After posting two victories as inoffensive output of BG's strikers, terim head coach, O'Sullivan was
back at his usual assistant's position
according to O'Sullivan.
THE FINAL TALLY of the game for yesterday's win over Indiana-Purcame as a result of the pinball-tvpe due. Head Coach Gary Palmisano
action that seemed to result after returned yesterday after a brief peralmost every shot. Senior back Don sonal leave of absence.

BG News photo/Phil Masturzo

Striker BUI Roberts had two goals
to pace the Falcon scoring against
Indiana-Purdue, while Archie Edgar,
Mark Jackson and Ridgway also
added goals. Ridway's tally was his
fifth of the season for the Falcons,
who return to action this weekend.

Cross country teams win big in season openers
by Marc Delph
sports reporter

If last Saturday's season-opening
performance by Bowling Green's
women's cross country team is any
indication for the outcome of the rest
of the year, the lady Falcons are in for
a productive fall season.
The defending Mid-American Conference champion BG harriers took
the first nine positions in a 15-50 sweep
of Eastern Michigan in Ypsilanti,
Mich., led by the efforts of sophomore
Jo Ann Lancia ux with a time of 17:55.
Completing the remaining eight
slots for BG were Laura Murphy with

Unfortunately, Poe was stricken
18:22; Kathy Kaczor with IB:33; Gidget Wickham with 18:46; Jodie Welly with a minor injury midway through
with 18:48; Rosalie Cocita with 18:51; the race and had to drop out. NonetheJennie Groves with 18:54; Laura less, Sink still said that he has high
Ryder with 19:01; and Terri Gindles- hopes for Poe.
A second encouraging factor conberger with 19:12.
"It (the race) was very suprising," cerning the future of the BG harriers
BG coach Sid Sink said. "The times that emerged last weekend was that
were really good. We practiced right only three seniors were among the top
through this meet and they should nine Falcon finishers. The others inhave looked tired, but they didn't. It's cluded two juniors and four sophomores.
very encouraging."
Though EMU was not totally preONE OF THE more encouraging
parts of Saturday's race was the pared for the meet, the Falcons domipresence of a new face near the front nated the whole show. The Hurons
of the Falcon attack. That face be- had practiced as a team for just few
days prior to the race and their top
longed to freshman Helen Poe.

runner was unable to race.
Despite BG's dominance, Sink said
that he feels there is room for improvement on his squad.
"WE NEED TO close the gap between the number one and two runners," he said. "There was 27 seconds
between Jo Ann (Lanciaux) and
Laura (Murphy)."
This week would be a good time for
such improvement, since BG participates in the Kentucky Invitational
this Saturday, in Lexington, Ky. This
particular invitational is known for its
roster of strong cross country clubs.
Among those powerhouses participating are Purdue, Tennessee, and

host Kentucky. Last year, the Falcons
finished seventh among 12 schools.
The Boilermakers are the one to look
out for this year, according to Sink.
As for their hopes for a third consecutive MAC championship, the Falcons remain outwardly confident.
With the top nine runners returning
from last year's squad, Sink said he
foresees no trouble with any conference teams.
"I don't see anybody beating us (in
the MAO," he said. "We killed everyone last year and we're much improved this year.
That fact was clearly displayed in
BG's performance on the turf at

EMU, last Saturday.
Bowling Green's men's cross country team also made a clean sweep in
its first contest of the season with
identical scores of 15-50 over MidAmerican Conference foe Toledo .and
Ohio State in Toledo, last Saturday.
Western Michigan also participated in the event, but did not score
against BG because the two teams
face each other later in the season.
But thanks to WMU, the Falcons wei-e
given a little more challenge to whiit
would have been a dull meet.
see CROSS COUNTRY page 13

Champion again:
Connors struggles back to top in tennis
by Tracy Collins
editor

The words sung by the group
Kansas could easily have been
used to describe the Jimmy Connors of 1978-81:
Play the game tonight
can you tell me if it's wrong or
right?
Is it worth the time?
Is it worth the fight?
Can you see yourself
in the bright spotlight

Jimmy Connors

BG News photo/Steven Nlckerson

In September of 1978, Connors
took advantage of a blister on
Bjorn Borg's thumb to cruise
through the finals of the U.S. Open
at Flushing Meadow, N.Y., 6-2, 6-2
and 6-4. That victory avenged a
humiliating loss Connors suffered
to Borg two months earlier at
Wimbledon.
The Open championship, Connors' third, was what many considered to be his swan song atop the
tennis world. After having a stranglehold on the number one ranking
for nearly five years. Connors was
to drop to number three within a
year, and not make it to the final of
another Grand Slam tournament
until 1982, when he reached the
finals and was victorious at Wimbledon and in last Sunday's U.S.
Open final.
In the 46 desolate months between Grand Slam finals. Connors
was forced to play second-fiddle to
a budding "classic" rivalry between Borg and John McEnroe. He
became a bit player in Borg and
McEnroe's dramatic quest for ten-

nis' top ranking. That experience
causea Connors to put his tennis
role into proper perspective.
In an interview last month at the
Association of Tennis Professionals Championship in Mason, Ohio,
Connors said the drought caused
him to make some changes in his
on and off-court behavior - acting
more mature in his attitude and
caring more for the people in his
life.
"I DECIDED - after a little bit of
frustration - that I was just going
to play the tennis, and if I deserve
it (the top ranking), I'm gonna be
there," Connors said.
Connors revamped his playing
schedule around his wife, Patti
(whom he married in 1978), and
son Brett (born in 1979). He said he
also realized some changes in his
practicing habits were needed, as
thoughts of his skills deteriorating
with age began to cloud his mind.
"I kid around a lot about being
30," Connors said, "but I don't
really feel 30. If I go out and work a
lot harder at my tennis as far as the
training and practice goes, it's
because I'm older.
"When I was 20, 21 or 22,1 would
just go out and play my matches
and that was sufficient enough. But
now it's different. I kid around a lot
about it. but as long as I take care
of myself and realize what I have to
do to stay in there and be at the top
- then it's easy. When you forget
what got you there, that's when it
becomes a problem.
"EVERYBODY LOSES a little
bit of desire and hunger once they
get up there. But if you fight

through that and get back to the
basics of what got you there, then
you'll be alright."
Connors' loss of desire was coupled with the emergence of two top
players - Borg and McEnroe which made his comeback even
tougher. But, with the outset of the
1982 season came the retirement of
Borg, and Connors had only one
mountain to climb to reach the
pinnacle of the game - and to hush
all those who were writing his
tennis obituary.
He struggled in the spring, losing
two finalsto Guillermo VUas (the
only one of Connors' contemporaries to still be ranked in the top-10),
and falling badly to Jose Higueras
in the semifinals of the French
Open.
But during the spring, Connors
had said his goal was Wimbledon,
and his game started to emerge as
the tournaments switched to grass.
A new-found slice service helped
Connors to a straight-set win over
McEnroe at the Stella Artois
Championships in London, followed three weeks later by an
emotional victory over McEnroe in
the Wimbledon final, 3-6,6-3,6-7,76 and 6-4.
TO ADD LUSTRE to his Wimbledon victory, Connors swept two
exhibition matches from his nemesis, Borg. His first tournament
victory after Wimbledon came at
the National Revenue
Championship in Grove City, Ohio,
and it established Connors as the
dominant player on the circuit once
again. But, remarkably, bis ranking dropped.

"I was tin; only guy ever to win
Wimbledon and drop," Connors
said, shaking his head in disbelief.
"If I had sat out a couple of tournaments, I may have moved up. You
can play the computer if you want
to be number one, but I am just
going to come out and play tennis.
I'm not going to miss three or four
tournaments just to become number one.
"I feel I'm probably playing as
well now as I nave the last four or
five years. I just can't let up at this
Eoint - I'm going to have to work a
ttle harder now as far as my
practice goes to keep that up."
Connors said he enjoys the game
more now that he has had to work
to get back to where he was eight
Sears ago, when he first won both
'imbledon and the U.S. Open in
the same year.
"I HAVE FUN every night,"
Connors said. "The next best thing
next to playing and winning is
playing and losing - as long as I'm
playing. Every match is important
to me. I think that's one big thing
I've had going for me throughout
my career - I play every match
like it it the final of the U.S. Open or
Wimbledon. It's important for me
to play the best I can wherever I'm
playing.
"It's a difficult thing. You go out
hoping for the best and preparing
for the worst."
Entering the U.S. Open final
against Ivan Lendl, Connors could
have been doing nothing but keeping that thought in mind. Just three
weeks earlier, Lendl had humilsee CONNORS page B
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Connors
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NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
336 S. Main
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Phone: 352-5620

Skydiving
A \
Did you ever
, _J>S^/
want to Jump
Out of an airplane?
If the answer to that question is Yes
GREENE COUNTY SPORT 1 7 S Monroe Siding
Xonia O 4538*
PARACHUTE CENTER
513 376 9293
Jump at Vour Own

513 372-6' 16

RISK
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iated
Connors
at
the
ATP
Championship, blowing crushing forehand winners past the Wimbledon
champ.
But being 30 finally paid off for Connors last Sunday. Relying on his experience, Connors masterfully beat Lendl
physically as well as emotionally. He
avoided Lendl's lethal forehand for the
first half of the opening set, before
attacking it when Lendl had lost his
rhythm, causing an unusual number of
demoralizing unforced errors from the
Czech.
Connors remained uncharacteristically stoic during the first two sets, but

Cross country.

THE BROTHERS OF

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

UJ

tc

o

present

8

RUSH

UJ
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"It's all just a matter of being able to
hit those shots at the right time," be
said. "I play with no fear anyway. But
that's what tennis is really all about - to
hit the shots when it counts. That's what
makes it worth it all."

. from Page 7
WMU's Kurt Liechty
won the 8,000-meter race
with a time of 26:04 followed by teammate John
Henning with 26:08. Falcon
Chris Koehler finished
third with 26:19.
Finishing out BG's top
seven were Tim Brennan
and Doug Sauers with
26:39; Gaetan Girard with
26:42; Jeff Boutelle with
26:50; Tom Franek with
26:53; and Clark Fox with
26:55.
AT THIS point in the
young season, Brodt said
that ne feels this year's
team is ahead of last

"Western made it worthwhile," BG coach Mel
Brodt said. "There just
wasn't anyone near our
guys. With Western, the
competition was there."

GO GREEK QO TEKE GO GREEK GO TEKE GO GREEK GO TEKE GO GREEK GO

8
Bj

allowed his adrenaline rushes to show as
the match progressed. In the fourth set,
Connors came up with the antics which
are his trademark, and the winners
which made him champion and the
world's top-ranked player once again.
Connors said that coming up with the
shots when they matter most is what has
made him champion.

I

0 TUESDAY SETPEMBER 14 THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 16™
u Ice Cream Social w/
featuring the
ALPHA PHI
DANCERS
£ ALPHA CHI OMEGA
o
7:30 - 9:30 pm

fear's sixth-place MAC
alcon club. He
ie also said
he is encouraged by the
two freshmen and two
sophomores in the top
seven slots.
This Saturday, the Falcon men harriers host a
strong and improved Ohio
University team.
"OU is very tough,"
Brodt said. "They have a
lot of talent with the same
personnel back and they
picked up some recruits
from Kent. Whether we
have enough to beat them,
I don't know."
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all interested men welcome
GO GREEK GO TEKE GO GREEK GO TEKE GO GREEK GO TEKE GO GREEK GO
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KAPPA SIGMA
Presents

Sud's and Excellent Movies
come see for yourself
THIS AMAZING EXTRAVAGANZA

TONIGHT 7:30
KE
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JEANINE
BAGSHAW
BG News
Salesperson
of the
week

\*****************************»
Look for the

KE

Crossword
on page 10

SPORTS BRIEFS
All persons interested in
going out for Bowling
Teen's baseball team
should attend a meeting at
7:30 p.m. next Monday,
Sept. 20, in room 220 in the
Math Science building.
Entries for the intramural soccer and tennis
leagues are due today at 5
&m. in the IM office in 201
emorial Hall. Entries
are available from fraternity and residence hall athletic chairmen and at the
IM office.
For the first time in its
history, the University of
Washington is the No. 1
team in college football.
The Huskies replaced
Pitt at the top of The Associated Press poll yesterday, while Florida also
jumped to its highest ranking ever - fifth place - and
the Oklahoma Sooners became the first casualty of
the season, dropping out of

the Top Twenty after los- it's not supposed to be a
ing to West Virginia.
blowout by any means.
Pitt and Washington had
Now that we're No.2 we've
been one-two in the preseajust got to try harder."
son and first regular-seaNebraska and Alabama
son polls. But the Huskies
held onto the third and
vaulted over the Panthers fourth positions. Nebraska
by swamping Texas-El received eight first-place
Paso 55-0, while Pitt was
votes and 1.073 points for a
posting a sloppily-played 7- 42-7 trouncing of Iowa,
6 triumph over North Caro- while Alabama, a 45-7 winlina.
ner over Georgia Tech,
WASHINGTON, which received the remaining six
had never been higher than
first-place votes and 1,021
third since The AP ratings
points.
began in 1936, received 28
The Second Ten consists
first-place votes and 1.132 of North Carolina, Ohio
of a possible 1,200 points State, Arizona State,
from a nationwide panel of UCLA, Miami (Fla.),
60 sports writers and Clemson, West Virginia.
sportscasters. Pitt totaled Texas, Southern Cal and
16 first-place ballots and 1,- Notre Dame.
078 points.
Last week, it was Flor"It doesn't make any ida, Michigan, Arkansas,
difference," Pitt Coach Ohio State, Arizona State,
Foge Fazio said when in- Clemson, Texas, UCLA,
formed of the new ratings. Miami and Notre Dame.
"I never said we were the
West Virginia replaced
No.l team in the nation. Oklahoma in the Top
But when the No.l team Twenty by coming from
plays No.5 (North Caroli- behind to beat the Sooners,
na's ranking last week), 41-27.

Bengals change preseason
ways as regular season opens
CINCINNATI (AP) -The
Cincinnati Bengals proved
one point with their seasonopening thrashing of the
Houston Oilers - you can't
put much stock in preseason showings.
The defending American
Conference champions
shook off their summer
doldrums lastSunday by
overpowering the Oilers,
27-6, reconverting fans
whose faith had wavered
during the Bengals' unimpressive 1-3 exhibition season.
"We weren't worried.
But I think some of our
fans were getting a little
nervous," wide receiver
Cris Collinsworth said.
"Some people were starting to give me a little bit of
a rough time about it.
Maybe our fans will have a

little more confidence
now."
"I THINK if you had
asked all the guys before
the game, they had doubts
going through their
minds," linebacker Glenn
Cameron said. "You kind
of question yourself. I
know I did, because we did
not play well in the preseason.
The Bengals broke their
summer slump in spectacular fashion, with offensive
and defensive performances comparable to
some of their best in 1981.
Quarterback Ken Anderson, last season's Most
Valuable Player in the National Football League,
completed 29 of 40 tosses
for 354 yards and a pair of
touchdowns. He had only
one game last season with

STUDENT CONSUMER
UNION

A

New Member Meeting
TONIGHT

8:00 p.m. 115 Education

more yards passing.
The defense, which had
problems stopping the running game in the exhibition
season, held the Oilers to
28 yards rushing in the first
half and nine yards passing.
As Head Coach Forrest
Gregg summed it up, "We
got our engine started and
kept it running/'
GREGG SAID he wasn't
pleased with his team's
frame of mind during the
exhibition season, and kept
his first-string players in
for more than three quarters in order to win their
final preseason game and
go into the regular season
on a winning note. He said
he was pleased with the
way things turned out Sunday.
"Other than the holding
penalties we got, I thought
it was a pretty good ballgame," Gregg said. "At
times we looked exceptionally sharp, at times we
didn't. Defensively, it was
by far the best game we've
played that goes without
saying."
The Oilers recorded
eight quarterback sacks
for 38 yards, although two
of them came when Anderson tripped over the foot of
an offensive lineman after
taking the snap and fell
down.
"Their defensive line
kept pressure on us all
during the ballgame,"
Gregg said. "Late in the
ballgame we were moving
the ball better."
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RUSH PHI DELTS!
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 14
N.E. COMMONS
featuring:

The Delta Zeta Dancers
Come See What We
Can Do For You!

RUSH PHI DELTS!

This calculator thinks business*
TheTl Student Business Analyst
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions-the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business

s^7^«

BGSU on
Rt. 64 to
Waterville
Rates from
$225/mo.
STUDENTS
WELCOME!
878-8499

GET INVOLVED

Various USG Commitlee positions are now available.
Poll workers are needed for the Student Represetaive elections Sept. 21 & 22.

Analyst Guidebook. Business

USC EXECUTIVE BOARDS

professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business.
With the Student
Business Analyst.

Academic Affairs Board
'eer Advising
National. State. Community Affairs Board
itudent Welfare Board
)hio State Assoc. Board
Elections and Opinions Board

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
im r«« irv

ONE & TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Includes
Storage &
Laundry
Facilities
Nicely
Decorated
8 miles from

UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES

Long-Range Planning
Academic Faclities Utilization
Cultural Events
Parking
Academic Honesty Committee
Equal Opportunity
Publications Board
Admissons Advisory (Undergraduate) Health Services Advisory
Honors and Awards
Student Affairs Advisory E
Athletics
Ice Arena Advisory
, Student Financial Aids
Bookstore Advisory
Instructional Media Center Advisory University Union Advisoi
Broadcast Policy
Library Advisory
Computing Council
»tt
ttee desired.
Please Clip aid Return
yes,
r 1 would like to be a poll worker on Sept. 21 A 22.
this form to
Your name
405 Student Services
Campus Address,
before Sept. 24th
Phone
Major-

Together - We are The Student Body

°rM
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BG sets September attendance record
The official paid attendance figure of 19,218 for
Bowling Green's home
football opener two weekends ago against Ohio University, which was
announced last week by
University athletic director Jack Gregory, shattered the Doyt Perry Field
attendance record for a
September game.
The largest previous
crowd for a September
game in the 17 years that
Perry Field has been used
was 15,525 against the

"CERTAINLY, the fans'
expectations of an exciting
and successful team were
a major factor in our attendance, but we also feel that
the Bowling Green fans are
behind us In our effort to
retain NCAA Division I-A
status." Gregory said.
"They realize Just how
critical our attendance is
this year."
Even with the expansion
of Perry Field to 30,000
seats, BG must average
17,000 in paid attendance to
meet I-A requirements.

Quantico Marines on Sept.
23, 1967. Ironically, BS'S
40-0 blanking of Oil was the
Falcons' first shutout in a
season opener since they
defeated Quantico, 29-0, in
1967.
The attendance for the
BG-OU encounter was the
third largest ever for a
Falcon home opener, and
the 12th largest in the University's athletic history.
In recent years, school has
not been in session when
the Falcons played at
Perry Field in September.
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Rutigliano keeps Browns
Seattle win in perspective
BEREA, Ohio (AP) While not downplaying
Cleveland's season-opening victory over the Seattle
Seahawks, Browns' Coach
Sam Rutigliano made certain he kept it in perspective in a press conference
yesterday.
"We'll play teams that
are better than the Seattle
Seahawks," Rutigliano
said, discussing last Sunday's 21-7 National Football League triumph. "I
think that's not one of the
strongest offensive lines
we'll play against. But
we've had times in the past
where we had trouble running the quarterback
down."
The Browns sacked
Seattle quarterback Dave
Krieg eight times, and
Cleveland s offensive line
also had its way, paving
the way for 136 yards rushing by fullback Mike Pruitt
and 73 more by running
back Charles White.
THE BROWNS' pass
rush forced Krieg to dump
off a lot of short passes,
and Rutigliano said he
doubts Cleveland will have
as much success forcing
other teams into similar
strategies.
"I think you'll find that
(Cincinnati s) Kenny Anderson and (Pittsburgh's)
Terry Bradshaw will get
the ball upfield more," Rutigliano said. "If you had
(Seattle's) offensive line,
you'd do that (throw short
passes), too."
The Browns' coach
praised the play of veteran
defensive lineman Elvis
Franks and rookie linebacker Chip Banks, Cleveland's No.l draft choice.
"This is the third or
fourth year for Elvis. He
has more confidence in
himself now," Rutigliano
said. "The play he and
Chip made when Krieg
rolled out late in the game
was excellent - they just
ran him down. We didn't

have guys who were capable of doing that before?'
THE NEWS from Seattle
was not all good for Cleveland, however. Starting
outside linebacker Clay
Matthews, a former No.l
draft choice, broke an ankle and is likely to be out
all season. Rutigliano said
Bill Cowher would probably fill in for Matthews,
although Kevin Turner and
Eddie Johnson will also be
considered.
Curtis Weathers, who
will be on the injured list
for another three weeks,
may also eventually take
over the job, the coach
said.
"I think it is an immense
loss to lose somebody like
Clay Matthews, but we just

LSAT
GMAT
Classes Beginning
Sepiember 17. 19«2

•

Colambus
Sell: 1(614)464-4414
Toledo
call: l(313)2*l-I.SAT

And, although the attendance against OU was well
above 17,000, last season's
home opener against Western Michigan drew over
20,000 and the Falcons still
failed to average 17,000 for
the season.
"With (the OU game's)
attendance, we are off to a
good start, but we want to
increase those numbers,"
Gregory said. "I was encouraged by the response
of the students, community
and all football fans in the

DO
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you like to read

Then you'll love
*
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Monday Nite Football
Ticket
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SIGN-UP NOW
UA0 office

A?)

Vans Leave for
Cleveland
at 5:00 PM
ONLY 30 tickets

Transportation
yptk
$21.00
i
Sept. 21,1982
Don't fumble that chance to see the action LIVE

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
SERVICE ORGANIZATION
-informational meeting-

WED. SEPT 15th
Room 116 BA 9:00pm
- ALL WELCOME -

MANAGEMENT
CLUB

WHITE WATER RAFTING
New River, West Virginia
Sept. 24th - 26th
$70.00
Sign Up Now
UAO Office
2-2343

4j| FIX YOUR OWN CAR!
U-DO-IT GARAGE

Organization Night
1032 S. Maple St
at Green MFG. Inc.

(Information and Officer Elections)

SKYDIVING

Thursday, Sept. 16
8:00 p.m.
126 West Hall

Informaional Meeting for
all interested persons.

Wed. SEPT. 15th
Room: ROTC 255
7:00 p.m.

Membership Sign-up at
B.A. Building Lobby

.,n
stock'Vs,

International
Business
Association

America.

<<

GET AQUAINTED MEETING"
Tonight at 7:30 in 200 MOSELY
Refreshments will be served
=
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ATTENTION ALL GIRLS!
THE BGSU WEIGHT CLUB

WANTS YOU!
Girls, are you tired of sitting around
your dorm? Nothing to do, out of shape?
Well it's time you do something about it!
September 15 and 16, the BGSU
Weight Club will sponsor a Body Shaping
Seminar, and will discuss topics related
to female weight training.
Guest Speakers: Dr. Steven Dunn and
BGSU Weight Club Officers.
Time: 7:30 p.m. Eppler South-Weight Room

CAS.NO
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Some WITTY BLUDGEONING? »
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Browns/Bengals

area.
#*******»*****♦********# *******
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can't worry about that,"
Rutigliano said.
Also hurt were cornerback Ron Bolt on, who
injured a knee, and receiver Willis Adams, who
sprained a shoulder. Both
are questionable for next
Sunday's home opener
against the Philadelphia
Eagles.
The Browns' kicking
!;ame also caused probems in Seattle. Two of
Matt Bahr's field goal tries
were blocked and a third
was wide to the left.
"There were some leaks
that don't need to be there,
and we need more consistency with the snaps," Rutigliano said. "Those
things can come back to
haunt you."

The Falcons were idle
last weekend after their 400 demolition of OU. BG
travels to Mt. Pleasant,
Mich., this weekend, for a
Mid-American Conference
game with Central Michigan.
Then, after another open
date, the Falcons return
home for an Oct. 2 game
with Western Michigan.
BG's other remaining
home games are against
Northern Illinois, Ball
State and Eastern Michigan.

FOOTBALL
YOU BET

^

RUSH
with theKA's
Tues. Sept. 14th
An All-Sports pass and two
Finders $5.00 gift certificates
will be awarded

LOW RATES
dry. healed work spaces
portable engine hoist
drain pans
air compressor
vacuum cleaner
tire changer
small tools

use ot repair manuals
hydraulic tacks
jack stands
creepers
work bench with vice
extension lights
parts cleaning tank

$3.00 per hr includes all above items

OPEN
8am - 6pm
/ days a wk
other times by
appointment
354-1624
352-3004
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Happy Birthday Jules!'
You finally made It to the BIO 20H

PERSONAL

CLASSIFIEDS

"Have your doubts about Scuba? Try
Skin Diving- Cal Rec Center 2-2711"
Clsssss now lorrmng only S10

Rush Rush Rush Rush
Kappa Sigma
Sud's and Cinema
Tonight 7 30

Cloimlied rotel or. 40c p.. line. 11.10 minimum. KXD TTM SOt e.lro per
od. Approximately 25 lo 30 spaces per line
CAMPUS/CITY IVINTS litlingt lor non profit public »«rvic« activities will be
inserted ONCI few free ond al regular rotes ihsrsaflei
Deadline tor all lining* is 2 doyt betore publkalion of 4:00 p.m. Friday al
4 p m it ma deadline lor live Tuesday edition
Classified forms or* ovoiloble al ihe to New* office. 10* University Hell.

HAPPY HOURS AT SAM i'S
44PMH-10'MOAILYItlMIII
Student Personnel Assoc. Mtg.
Tontghl-7 30om-212 McFall Center
SE TMCHtlllll

LOST AND FOUND

BETA UL SIS RUSH IS CC*trNG
BETA UL SIS RUSH IS COMING
BETA UL SIS RUSH IS COMING

Sept 14. 1982

REWARD— for the return of a elhrer
cross pen with JCJ engraved on
akta- Ptaaae call 372-4004

Cathy Seears I'm so proud to be a
Delta Gamma and your new sister
Thank you tor your friendship Love.
Your Anchor UHas

One male Mack A white kitten wearing
white tlea coaar For mlo can 372
3507 after noon

CAT-We mads it through the rough
times now it a dear sasng Irom here
I LOVE YOU' MASJ

Tan itaet round Rm 210 MSC Ca»
372-1221

Congratulations Cindy a Stave on
your Alpha Xi DeltaSigma Nu lavalier
«vj The sisters ot Alpha Xi Delta

Cempue Scout Organuational Meet
"0 "Ved . Sept 15. at 8 PM 117
BA Al Welcome'
Chanttet Board mlormation meebng.
Wed . Sept 14 at 7 30. 2nd Boor
Student aerwees AH walcoma
Finance Out) Socal Garnering Open
to al Duaaieaa maioraTuea Sept
14. 7.30 pm Cardinal Room ol the
union-Free Relreshments wil be
served
Flying Club Meeting
309 Moseley
Wed 9 15
B PM
INTERESTED IN SERVING OTHERS
AND HAVING A GOOD TIME' Come
to an Alpha Phi Omega Service OrganiMtion «ilo meeting 18 B A Wed .
Sept . 15 at 9 00 PM ALL WE LCOME"
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION GET ACQUAINTED MEETING TONIGHT AT 7 30 IN 200
HAYES
The BG.SU Sailing Club will hold
and organizational meeting Toes .
Sept 14 at 8 30 pm in 228 MSC AH
mtetestes are encouraged to attend
"THE GREAT GATSllY"
CROQUET TOURNAMENT
KD - OCT. 10 - ZBT
University Placement Services:
Seminars;
Tues . Sept 14 9 30- interviews
11 30- Graduate School
3 30- Resunjes
Wed Sept 15 9 30 Resumes
11 30- Graduate School
3 30— Interviews
2nd Floor Lounge ol Ihe Student
Services Bldg Open lo al
TO ALL INTERESTED GIRLS IN
COMMUNICATIONS
WOMEN IN
COMMUNICATIONS INC IS HAVING
A KICK-OFF MEETING AT 7 30 AT
THE OHIO SUITE IN THE UNION
THIS IS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO
MEET OTHERS MAJORING IN COM
MUNICATIONS FRESHMEN ARE
WELCOME

ACROSS
' London's Bohem
■an district
5 Graceful one
9 Puccini heroine
14 To
15 Meerschaum
16 Artist's pigment
17 Leningrad's river
18 Later
20 Hand bomb
22 Balmorals river
23 And so on: Abbr.
24 Unfounded
25 Samuel Richardson heroine
27 Successlul
29 Highlander s
language
30 Mastwood tree
31 Varnish ingredient
32 Rock resembling
granite
36 Pacific island
group
37 Kitchen need

Lost navy blue drawstring bag contaming car keys and clothes Reward
Loot- PA Drivers License, if found
please cat Lynn Shipley at 354
1869 anytime attar 5 30 pm

NEEDED RIDE TO OSU EVERY
WEEKEND WILL PAY GAS MONEY
PLEASE CALL PATTI 372 3533

CONVERSE SHOE SALEI
FALCON HOUSE
140 E. WOOSTEH 352-3610

Ride desperately needed to Chicago on Sept. 16-19 or any weekend. Will help with gas and tolls.
call 354-U82.

Customized T-shirts 1 Jerseys for
your group or organlution
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 353-7011

Ride needed to and Irom Columbus
Westervee area Fn Ocl 15 week
end VM help with gas Can Rocwi
354-1493

DELTA UPSILON
UL SIS RUSH
WEDNESDAY 7 30

WILL TYPE PAPERS REPORTSTEXT i STATS 352-6038 EARLY
AM OR WKENDS REASONABLE
RATES

52 Midwest state:
Abbr

MARKETING CLUB MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE' MARKETING CLUB MEM
BERSHIP DRIVE' MON-FRI 1ST
FLOOR BA BLDG 9 30-4 30
PHI DELTA THETA
WE REMEMBER 4 5/B1
Phi. Please cheer up" Things wi
soon look up The past weeks have
been more than rough, but I know
your tough Love Paula
BETA UL'SIS RUSH IS COMING
BETA UL' SIS RUSH IS COMING
BETA UL SIS RUSH IS COMING*
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST
NOW SEE THE BEST
TACO MK3MT — 7:30 TONITE
ALL INTERESTES MEN
ARE ENCOURAGED TO MEET
THE PHI TAUS
(BEHIMO ROOERSr

53 Bridge error
56 Finishes without
loss or gain
59 The inevitable
60 River ol the
Argon ne
61 One Ger
62 Frogner Park city
63 Laboratory work
64 Landing places
for helicopters
65 Martingale

33
34
35
37
38
41
43
45
46

2

Go
tor
Clifttophome
Salad garnish
Port and claret

1

II
DOWN

27 Girasol
28 Thames estuary
29 Petrol
31 Transoms

20
24

5t
6U
bJ

6

;

■

P
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WANTED

Female roommate needed for Spring
semester on E Merry. Across from
Off Big Apt. 2 bam. nice roommates. Oil Kan 354-2114

WFAL 880 AM lor THE news and
campus inlormation
WFAL (60 AM SPORTS KEEPS THE
FALCON BEAT

F nrrle. needed to share nice home
with 2 others 1 blk. from campus.
Cheep! Many outran 362-3290.

1979
radio,
tern,
mass.

Wanted 1 Graduate student to share
apl close to campus Reasonable
Rent Cal Hal 362-3814.

APARTMENTS
1 eftic S145mo A lift; 2-2 bdrm
$285 mo A util Deposit Lease NO
PETS 352 4285

4-dr Chevette, AC. AM-FM
new brakes and exhaust aysbody good shape. 49.000
$3000. Cal 352 8283

5 bedroom house close to campus
1-2673341

Couch S60: single bed $80: night

1 F RMTE NEEDED
6TH ST APT 11
S500'SEM CALL 354 1272
F rmle needed to share efficiency
apt Close to campus Cal 354-1164
M or F Rmtes needed Cool Irving
arrangements furnished Call 353-

6591

(QcOIWmMjSHOE SALE

.

Need 1 male to in 4-man apt at
Campus Manor 352-9302 or 3527365 avensneja.

Our Entire Stock of Converse
Running Shoes on Sale!

1 rmle needed. $450 law semester
315 12 S Mem St Cal 352-8880

Men's — Phaeton"
Women's — Sellna"

FEMALE
ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR 82-83 SCHOOL YEAR. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS- CALL 352-5711
2 F. flmts. needed Spring Sam. Apt.
very close lo campus. 2 baths Call
352-3307
1 M. rmte. needed for turn. ept.
SI 00 mo plus alec Call 352-9343.

•venlion day ana

NEW Fall Colors!
SAVE $5.00
NOW
42.95

HELP WANTED
Be your own boss Make extra $$$
SelAvon
Cal LouAnn 352 8731

A MISSING LINK" cares about oth
ers and shows it by listening with an
open heart The LINK is looking tor
volunteers to be missmg links in

Ladles Road Star $21.95
World Class $28.95
Arizona $38.95

HELP WANTED Part time work
available lor one or two students, as
Sales Representative 'or Florida
Spring Break Vacation Pay. Commission and a Free Trip If you are
outgoing and enjoy meeting people,
this rob is for you Cal soon (3121
397 1665 and ask lor Jean O'Connor or write to O'Connor Travel. Suite
10 1126 Algonquin Rd Schaum
burg IL 60195."

FA1CON HOUSE
Sportswear & Running Gear
10-6:30 MS
140 E. Wooster

Placement Schedule
The fulliiwinii employers will be an campus Ihe week of September 27. to interview qualified candidates. Siga-Up for these interviews will be held on

10

'
|"

■

5'

are those who meet Ihe academic degrees, majors and graduation dales requested by Ihe employers listed below. Those not meeting Ihe requirements

■

16

"

|'
45

11

12

13

The number in I I indicates Ihe number of schedules requested by the employer.

EMPLOYER
AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORP.
Ev.nS<on. IL

£l«tl Lot.

"
|"

■

34

Dec, May. Aug. frads. all above. (1)

9-28-82
9-29-82

CANCELLED - FOR GEOLOGY DEPT.
CANCELLED - FOR GEOLOGY DEPT.

9-28-82

LOCAL INS. AGENT: All majors, Dec. or May
Grads. (1)

ERNST 4 WHINNEY

9-29-82

AUDIT STAFF: BM Acct.. Dec., Mav erads
(2) Cleve.,(2) Toledo, (2) Other Locations.
CANCELLED. Date scheduled for Jan. 20,1983
CANCELLED, BUT KEEPING JAN. 27 DATE.

Tulsa. OK

II-KI

35

Cleveland. OH

CONTRL DATA CORPORATION

Minneapolis Minn.

NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION

M

Pittsburgh. PA

9-30-12
9-30-82

.6

50

I

"

58

1

61
b4

INTERESTED IN
ACCOUNTANT: BM Acct.: FINANCIAL
ANALYST: BM Fin. witti 12 hrs. Acct.

STATE FARM INSURANCE We>tl.kc, OH

CITIES SERVICE OIL CO.

A«|t*rt

"

DATE OF VISIT
»-iM2

\

23

26

38

"
"

schedules this week.
Sign-Up Procedure: Al Ihe time of sign-up. you must turn in a copy of your Credential Form for each interview you schedule. Qualified candidales

57 Busy little
creature
58 Railroad term

S4

1

1

55

1

l
a
ib

Look For the
GREENSHEET
Coming in Friday's

i

BG News

•
••

m
a

•
«
•

e
a

•

iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiHiin.il;

SCUBA
LAST DAY
TO DROP
IS FRIDAY

Couch A Reckner. both $30. cal
354-2017

Loft tor purchase Must be fireproofed. Contact Stave at 2-3382

• TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSONAL ASSOCIATION OF
DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)
urinri i;irji;.
liniinn i:iiii..'n [.iiiiiii

STUDENTS A FACULTY
We al* have some nee apartments
available Give us a cal for al your
housing needs NEWLOVE MANAQEMENT 336 S Main 352 5620

ALTO SAXOPHONE French make ,n
exceeent condition Superb sound
quarry Price negotiable Cal Dave
362-7229 ol 372 0069.

WFAL 660 AM
Your campus radio station with the
24 hr. request line 2-2416
THERE1"!'
Rush Rush Rush Rush
Kappa Sigma
Suds and Cinema
Tonight 7 30

1 A 2 Bedroom Apia Available 3523841 11 00-3 00 pm or 354-1120
after 3 00 pm

A 66 « 30 metal cabinet greet for
storage. $20 Cal Margie 2-2975

AT 362-6411.

Dorm size refrigerator
Excellent condition. $70
Cal 362-2990

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SECOND SEMESTER. LOW RENT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS! 140 MAMVILLE CALL DEBBIE OR JOANNA

EXPERIENCE the fun and adventure of

LIHIUHM

Waitress 21 or over Eicperience
preferred, will tram Stop In Paglai s
East 440 E Court between 2-4 ,MF.

ATARI GAME
372-2779. ask tor Diane.

stand $18. dressing table w/ mirror
$28: Moped $215. Console stereo
$210; Zenith stereo w/o speakers
$99 Al in good condition, cat 3525033

will not be interviewed. Important: Only permanent residents (U.S. citizens) are considered unless otherwise indicated.

a

■ ■
■
I
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Don't be victimized1 Jom Ihe Student
Consumer Union lo help fight back
New member meeting tonight al 8 00
vi 115 Education

Zamora

53 Correct
54 Gudrun's husband
55 City north ot

31

40

51

Special on Tennis & Raquelbal Raquels Restrmging reg $12 50. now
S10 109N Mam The Locker Room

Ocean front Daytona Motel seeks
energetic student as campus rep. for
spnrig break trip Go tree and earn
good money Resume Safari Motel
357 S Atlantic Ave Daytona Beach.
Florida 32016 attention Terry Abdo

2 bedroom turn apt. Heat, water.
Cable TV paid for AC. parking lot.
laundry laciMes. $340'mo Cal 3527182

1 Male Rmle wanted Lg 1 Bdrm
Apt $10750 A 12 elec Cal 3521665 eveivngs

RUSSELL'S SWEATS
610.50
REC CENTER - PRO SHOP

|"
2,

Jb

47

1c
71

30

WANTED
PASSIVE INDIVIDUALS TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

people's fcves We wal train you In
ensia intervention and resource slues
Cal 352 5387 or 352-1545

Wednesday. September 15. from 7:30 a.m. lo »:0» a.m. in the Forum of the Sludenl Services Buildine,. There will not be a tiga-up for hducatioa

47
48
49
50

3

21

Tues nrle is movie nite at the Den
House Come out and see the stars
Rush Delta Tau Delta

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

14

17

TUESDAY IS GREEK HITE AT
SAM B'Sllt
9 PM-MIOHtOHT

Mmdy and Dianna. formerly ol Hair
Repair, are now taking appointments
al Roman s Hair Designers Stadium
Plaza 352 2107

RUSH SIGMA CHI TONIGHT
TONIGHT SIGMA CHI RUSH
AT 7:30 PM

Hanging plants $2 50-5 00. Greeting cards nolepaper mugs stickers.
calenders, and other items
JEAN^^HING^3W2jdgeSl^

Uncomfortable
Distasteful
Full of life
Feels aversion to
Arctic explorer
Tennis match
Summon
Dormant
Used to be
1

Rush Rush Rush Rush
Kappa Sigma
Suds and Cinema
Tonlghl 7 30

HAH) UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooatsr 363-32(1
Precision haircut only 68:00

Full and part-time openings avaaable
lor children «i our DAY CARE NURSERY SCHOOL PROGRAM Call 352
3612. Audrey Gorsuch

T-SHIRTS, SILK SCREENING 1
TRANSFERS. SEE US FOR A GOOD
DEAL. JEANS N' THINGS FOR
GUYS N' GALS. 531 RIDGE ST.

MA0AME PRESIDENT!!
RRRIBBITIi
LOVE, MA0AME INTRAMURAL
CHAIRMAN

FREE BGSU TRANSFER
wtlh sweats ot T-shln
FALCON HOUSE
140 E. Wooalet 352-3610
GAMMA PHI: WE KICKED THE
YEAR OFF RIGHT, AT THE PHI TAU
HOUSE FRI0AY NIGHT WE HOPE
WE GET TOGETHER AGAIN SOON,
WITH THE LADIES OF THE CRESCENTMOON

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cat 352 7305 alter 5pm

To the men of Conkkn. Thank you for
a great time at the picnic Your effort
was wel appreciated Jenny's girls ot
4th Highs

Lori Beranek Best friend" What
would I have done without you the
last six years of my Hfe? Don t ever
forget the cows or Boner" Love.
Laura

FLYING CLUB MEETING
309 MOSELEY
WED. 9115 6:00 PM
ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
l-tOO-438-8039

To Jeff. Mate. Bob A other concerned
members ol Anderson 4th Lows.
Happy Fatherhood" May the best
man lor fish) wm1 Lot us know the
results Love. Dawn. Karen A Kim

JEANS N THINGS located at 531
Ridge SI wi be open lor your shopping convenience M—F 10-8 pm.
Sal 10-5 30. and Sun 12 5

02 Softbaaers. Are you ready to be
awesome agam tins year' Good luck
si season and lets wm a T-shirt lor
Mary Sue" DZ love. Laura

SERVICES OFFERED

1 Cried out
2 One tenth ot an
ephah
3 Settle an Issue
4 Interminably
5 Gardener's tool
6 Spouse
7 Fitting
8 Compass pointer
9 Very high
10 Irish exclamation
11 Starts in fear
39 Trim
12 People of Wales
40 Admits
13 Betel palm
42 Musician's asset 19 Orange-red
43 Uncomplimineral
21 Peak
mentary remark
44 Squire's home
25 Distinguishing
46 Tired
marks
47 Gauche
26 Arctic expanse
50 Dearth
51 At an end: Poet.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION GET ACQUAINTED MEETING TONIGHT AT 7 30 IN 200
MOSLEY

Congratulattone Kim and Becky for
pledging Phi Muf Good LuckM Lore
your, Slg Slaass

RIDES

The Student Oonsumer Union apologizes lor the mconect prices listed
lor Myles Pizza Pub We were not
informed by Myles management of
the substantial impending price Increase when the information was
gathered several weeks ago SCU
regrets any inconvenience ttvs may
neve caused

DU UL SIS RUSH
ICE-CREAM SOCIAL
WEDNESOAY 7 30

Congratulation Mar* and Scott on
your Alpha Xi Delta - Sigma Chi
wvekermg' The Sisters of Alpha Xi
Date

Smurf keying with 3 keys lost Tues
917 on campus REWARD"
352-4051

The extent ol Alpha XI Delta would
eke to wotcome al ol the sororities 6
Iraternrhes back to BG Have a greet
year
^

MOLLY. I LOVE YOU-MORE THAN
WHAT I EVEN REAUZE. THANK
YOU FOR BELIEVING IN ME I FOR
CHASING AWAY THOSE CLOUDS.
YOU ARE DEFINITELY THE BEST.
LOVE FOREVER. KARL.

CONGRATULATIONS WASHBUSH
FOR BEING CHOSEN A MEMBER
OF USGS CABINET
WHAT'S
NEXT' MARGIE

354-2054

Ted Mach guessed the f closest to
588 shots m our mg al the Welcome
Back" ATO booth Wed His quess
was 550 CongaluiatloneH

Have you rscerved your copy of ths
Student Consumer Union's PIZZA
SURVEY' Pick yours up in any of the
residence halts, the horary or m SOU
office in 405 Student Services

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

AM ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE IN
COMMUNICATIONS MEETING TONMHT AT 7:»0, 304 MOSLEY.

Student Personnel Asaoc. Mtg.
Tonlgh1-7:30 pm-212 McFall Center.
It THEREIIHI
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ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH

>
r~

TONIGHT
7:30-9:30
featuring:

5
Cfl
>

>

g BUILD YOU OWN SUNDAE
<*
and
§
THE TALENTED
> DELTA ZETA DANCERS
:■-::

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

sign up or call the Rec Center 372-2711

^kaX Student Recreation Center
^tir

Fall 1982 Special Programs

Registration: September 7 — 17
9:00 — 5:00 PM
Fit-For-All (Free Demonstrations 9/13-16 - 8:00 AM)
T.O.N.E. (Turn Onto Noon Exercise)
Slimnastics
Weight Loss Workshops
Clinics: Platform Tennis • Racquetball * Squash
Nautilus & Universal Equipment • Wallyball
Aquatics: Learn-to-Swim • Scuba • Aqua Dynamics
Master's Competitive Swim • Swim-to-Stay-Fit
Faculty/Staff Fitness and Noon Leagues

§
£
5
>

ALPHA SIGS ALPHA SIGS ALPHA SIGS ALPHA

* FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES
• FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS
* OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

>

Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

352-7031

SMOtV MiTUta «O0«5'J0 M-F
IMS! MAMtlt ROAD
Bomiwo UOCCM.OMIO

